
Central Rotterdam's Incredible Things to do 

 
Tourism can be a rising market within the town, especially while in the city centre; the place 

architecture lures a lot of the travelers. Entering into the town centre of rotterdam is mostly 

accomplished by air, as the airport Rotterdam The Hague Worldwide Airport is barely 20 

minutes by car away. Trains also present great expert services the heart of Rotterdam. 

Several Rotterdam metropolis centre resorts are nearby. 

 

Regardless of the large variety of sights in the coronary heart on the metropolis, Rotterdam 

also includes an abundance of routines to maintain vacationers energized and entertained. 

The next checklist highlights a number of these activities: 

Rotterdam Zoo: the Rotterdam Zoo is without doubt one of the ideal sites during the city 

for family members to expend a fifty percent or whole day. The zoo is open from 9:00 till 

17:00 every day, and it is fairly 

economical far too. It had been 

very first developed in 1857, 

and has kept its allure and level 

of popularity after all these 

many years. Inside on the zoo 

will be the famed Oceanium, 

which homes some actually 

remarkable underwater 

creatures in the ‘natural' 

habitats.  

Euromast: it is not for the people with heart conditions. Positioned only to the southwest 

from the downtown rotterdam centre, the Euromast can be a tower than delivers not 

simply superb views, but will also some wonderful, heart-pumping pursuits. One particular 

with the most thrilling may be the cable experience down the side from the making. There is 

a wonderful restaurant worthy of going to about half-way up the tower. 

Harbour Tours: Rotterdam is legendary for its waterways, and as a consequence the 

harbour excursions are something which all vacationers should really embark upon. There 

are numerous harbour excursions available, of which most disembark in the financial 

institutions of the downtown area. The Rotterdam harbour is large, so getting a cruise 

generally lasts for far more an hour or two. 



Dining:  Quite a few popular Michelin-

rated eating places could be identified 

while in the heart of your city. Even so, 

there are plenty of other modern day 

and historical dining establishments that 

make eating out a very exclusive 

exercise within the metropolis centre of Rotterdam. With numerous dining places opening 

their doors each individual 12 months; readers have got a big range of cuisine decisions to 

generate.  

City Market: shopping is remarkably fascinating in downtown Rotterdam. A few of the 

most effective buying experiences during the town would be the sector spots uncovered all 

through the downtown streets. One with the major and ideal may be the Town Marketplace. 

It is just a huge industry that opens just about every Tuesday and Sunday, and consists of 

over 450 stalls. It can be achievable to have lost in such a big market place. 

Festivals: numerous popular festivals dot the calendar of rotterdam, as well as the centre 

of the town is definitely the finest area to become after they come. The International Movie 

Festival in January will be the greatest festival of your calendar year. But the Artwork 

Rotterdam, Planet Port Times and Gergjev festival can also be value attending.  

Pedestrian Malls: you will discover two pedestrian malls inside the city centre. The most 

important would be the Lijnbaan and Hoogstraat, but the Lijnbaan is definitely the oldest in 

the world. As the matter of fact, the Lijnbaan was the incredibly very first pedestrian buying 

mall on earth.  

Kralingse Plas: this is the largest park and lake while in the town centre, discovered simply 

to the northeast of your heart of Rotterdam. Readers can stroll from the park, or jump on 

the rowboat, yacht, or sailing boat to take a look at the massive lake that is observed right 

here. It's best for paying an afternoon around the drinking water.  

Sky Diving Rotterdam: will be the only significant city in Holland that enables skydiving 

into your metropolis centre. Thrill seekers will absolutely love this exhilarating activity. 

Get searching for best hotels and restaurants and many more things about 

Rotterdam click on rotterdam hotels | rotterdam restaurants 


